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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of NSWGR 4-wheel Paybuses - by Brian Bere-Streeter 

They may not be the most detailed or totally accurate, but in the absence of other better models, I hope you enjoy running them on your NSW routes in MSTS – at least it gives a bit more variety and authenticity to your train workings.

To allow the creation of authentic train formations the following vehicles were added:

	Paybus – Double Ended
	Paybus – Single Ended with roof canopy and sunvisor


These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's permissions.

Prototype Notes:

During 1937-38 Waddingtons (the forerunner of Commonwealth Engineering) built six 4-wheel single-ended Passenger Railbuses for NSWGR. These were intended for use on distant rural lines where the potential patronage did not justify a locomotive hauled passenger train or a ‘standard’ 42ft Railmotor. However, they quickly proved to be unsuitable in use as passenger vehicles, and during the early 1940’s all were converted to Departmental Pay Buses. They had an 18-seat steel body, styled similarly to road buses of the time, built on a truck chassis, with a side-valve Ford V8 motor driving through a four-speed gearbox to the rear axle.

When converted to Paybuses, No 1 and 6 remained as single-ended vehicles – these required to be run only to destinations that had either a turntable or adjacent reversing triangle. As many Branches did not have these facilities, it proved necessary to re-build four of the vehicles as double-ended, so they could be used without turning. Nos 1 and 6 were single-ended, and Nos 2, 3, 4 and 5 were double-ended. 

There were two No 5’s – the original was a double-ended vehicle, but it was destroyed in December 1941 – a group of robbers placed explosives under the line near Yanderra on the Main South line, which exploded under the paybus, derailing it, and killing the three railways staff on board. The robbers escaped with about 2000 Pounds (value = $4000) of loose banknotes that were in the vehicle cabin, the bulk of the main payroll cash remained locked in the strong safe bolted to the vehicle chassis. Waddingtons built a replacement – 2nd No5 – in 1945, but strangely enough it was built of single-ended type, rather than the more useful double-ended type.

Originally, the buses were Green and Cream, or Dark Green with Yellow lining, but by the early 1950’s they had been repainted in the newer Indian Red livery with Buff lining. In later years some paybuses were fitted with a roof canopy (to help keep the temperatures down in the hot outback regions) and a sun visor to reduce glare when ‘running into the sun’. All of these original paybuses were withdrawn in the late 1960’s, when Comeng delivered six new larger paybuses, based on similar contemporary road buses that Comeng were building at the time.

The original paybus FP1 is preserved at the rail transport Museum at Thirmere.

Prototype Information:
NSWRTM, Rail Pay Bus FP1, Conservation Management Plan, 2002
A History of Comeng Vol 1, John Dunn, 2006, Rosenberg Publishing
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2. Installation Notes

Double click on the self installing EXE file and follow the instructions. The models will be automatically installed into a folder called <<<   AU_nswgr_Paybus   >>>

You will need to ensure that the default KIHA31 locomotive is installed as the Paybus uses the cab and sounds from the KIHA.

Operating the Paybus is similar to operating the default KIHA31 – place the vehicle into Forward direction (W), and press the Gears (E) to go into Gear 1, release the brakes and accelerate away. As the speed builds up to around 15 mph, press the Gears (E) again to go into Gear 2. SHIFT E will go back down through the gears.

NOTE: The real life paybus had 4 gears – I tried to implement this in MSTS, but could not get it to work successfully – therefore the model only has 2 gears like the KIHA31 originals. The original KIHA31 models only had 5 throttle stages at 20% intervals; I have modified this to 10% intervals, resulting in a smother progression of power and speed, making the model more controllable. The top speed of the model in Gear 2 with 100% throttle is limited to around 50MPH.

Consists have been included for each vehicle, just to get you started.

Visit http://www.railpage.org.au/steam4me/trainsim
for a tutorial in creating a consist.
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3.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2009
              * Textures: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2009
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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